Although you can't see something that isn't there, you can perceive the powerful effects of its nonexistence.
O
ver the past few days, I learned about an odd, diabolical creature called the Disconnect. The Disconnect was described to me as if it was something, but it actually doesn't exist. The Disconnect is the lack of connection between two people or two organizations. Although you can't see something that isn't there, you can perceive the powerful e ects of its nonexistence. These e ects came up in two recent discussions I had about the future of computing technology.
The rst conversation was with a business reporter who was telling me about the great new technologies that would keep semiconductors advancing for the next years. He argued that we're still following the path of Moore's law and that all is right with the world. The second conversation was with a friend engaged in computer architecture research. He claimed that all isn't right with the world, that we're no longer able to keep pace with the targets described by Moore's law, and that we need to embrace new technologies to keep expanding our computing capacity.
When I heard these two di ering messages, I went looking for the mythical Disconnect that stood between the two speakers. However, the Disconnect is a subtle beast and didn't dare show itself. Of the two stories, I was predisposed to believe the latter. The speaker is my friend, thus I'm inclined to trust him; he had data that seemed convincing; and his argument validated work that had been part of my rst job years ago. That work involved a certain form of parallelism: it was an e ort to commercialize the technology of an early DARPA project, the Illiac IV. I joined the team because it seemed to be an opportunity to achieve some of the goals that conventional computers hadn't yet reached. Yet, that project was killed by the diabolical Disconnect.
Our team catalogued the di erent forms of the Disconnect. One form kept the sales team from understanding the market. A second prevented the engineers from understanding the machine's applications. A third successfully kept our consultants, all from research universities, from understanding the problems of building a commercial machine. A nal form was lodged in the o ce of our senior supervisor, preventing him from grasping even the smallest component of the project.
After I left the project, I discovered that the Disconnect wasn't con ned to our company but had spread throughout the technological community. The Disconnect prevented people from hearing about our project or understanding the value of our work. No one thought my skills in parallel software had any value at all-everyone was looking for people with experience in small computers and standardized operating systems. I was only able to nd one job where I could utilize my knowledge of parallelism. But even in that job, the Disconnect kept my boss from appreciating how recon gured PCs had done the work of a much larger machine.
Of course, no one has ever seen, heard, touched, or smelled the Disconnect. It isn't there. Years after I left that rst job, I came to realize that the actions we previously associated with a lack of understanding actually came from a positive place. Rather than ignoring our ideas, our bosses were making decisions based on the trends in the computer industry, trends moving in a di erent direction from that suggested by our technology. P erhaps in a similar way, no Disconnect lies between the enthusiastic business reporter and my architect friend. One believes technology is still advancing and will continue to bene t us all, although there might not be any data to support that claim. The other is following the argument that leads to more work for him and his lab. Maybe there's no Disconnect between them because, after all, a Disconnect isn't a real thing.
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